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ABSTRACT

ACTIVE (c is interested in p) since c has visited p’s page (e.g.,
product information page), then becomes A DOPT (c purchases p)
since c has made an online order for p. After A DOPT state, the
pair (c, p) returns to ACTIVE when c visits p’s page again. Given
p ∈ P and a set C ACTIVE(p,t) of its ACTIVE customers at current
time t, future sales σ[t:t+φ] (p) can be defined as the cardinality of
the customers reaching A DOPT state within a certain time period
φ after t, i.e., CA DOPT(p,[t:t+φ]) ⊆ CACTIVE(p,t) . A straightforward
way to compute σ[t:t+φ] (p) is using Monte-Carlo simulations: For
each iteration, the pair (c, p) becomes A DOPT if the probability
P r(c, p) of a customer c adopting a given product p is larger than
a threshold θc,p assigned uniformly at random from 0 to 1. After k
iterations, the expected value of σ[t:t+φ] (p) is defined as estimated
sales. In this work, because social influence
Pbetween customers is
P r(c, p)
not considered, σ[t:t+φ] (p) converges to
c∈CACTIVE(p,t)
when k → ∞.

This paper covers a sales forecasting problem on e-commerce sites.
To predict product sales, we need to understand customers’ browsing behavior and identify whether it is for purchase purpose or not.
For this goal, we propose a new customer model, B2P, of aggregating predictive features extracted from customers’ browsing history.
We perform experiments on a real world e-commerce site and show
that sales predictions by our model are consistently more accurate
than those by existing state-of-the-art baselines.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Sales forecasting [1, 2] has been a vital task to establish management and marketing strategies for business success. This paper covers the sales forecasting problem in e-commerce sites. For
that, customers’ browsing behavior on the website is important evidence to predict online purchases. However, browsing history aggregates behaviors of very different intentions which need to be
distinguished. For example, over 92% of customers in our dataset
browsed product pages but did not purchase, and we call them
“window-shoppers” in this paper. To overcome this challenge, we
propose a new customer model, Browsing2purchase (B2P), that
considers not only customers’ browsing history but also their browsing intention. Because individual’s browsing intention is indeed
hidden, our proposed model estimates whether it is for purchase
purpose or not, by mining purchasing and window-shopping patterns of individual/collective online customers.

2.

3.

BROWSING2PURCHASE MODEL

In this paper, we generalize the probability P r(c, p) to consider
browsing history Hc∗ (a set of page visit events of c and their metadata such as URL and visit time). Formally, we define P r(c, p) as
P r(A DOPT|Hc∗ ) quantifying adoption probability given Hc∗ (The
term ‘A DOPT’ represents that c purchases p). In particular, we
1
2
identify two predictive factors Hc,p
(Browsing Ratio) and Hc,p
∗
(Browsing Duration) for predicting the intention of Hc . Fig. 1
illustrates how adopter and window-shopper can be distinguished
1
2
using Hc,p
and Hc,p
. More formally, we redefine P r(c, p) as:
1
2
P r(c, p) = P r(A DOPT|Hc∗ ) ≈ P r(A DOPT|Hc,p
, Hc,p
)

(1)

We now present the datails of Browsing Ratio and Browsing Duration as follows.

E-COMMERCE SALES PREDICTION

• Browsing Ratio: Visited pages indicate which products a
customer has interests in. When visiting the pages of p frequently, the customer is more likely to adopt p. Otherwise,
the customer will visit other pages more often. We thus
1
define the ratio Hc,p
as the estimation of adopt probability
given a sequence of pages visited by c as:

Given an e-commerce site, let C be a set of customers and let
P be a set of products. We call (c, p) a purchase candidate pair
(shortly pair) where c ∈ C and p ∈ P. Inspired by [1], we define
a pair’s transitional states as {ACTIVE, A DOPT}: (c, p) becomes
∗This work was done when the first author was at Adobe Research.

1

1

P r(A DOPT|Hc,p ) ≈ Hc,p =

Vpositive
Vpositive + Vnegative

(2)

where Vpositive is times c visits p’s pages (i.e., visit frequency) and Vnegative is times c visits other pages, while
(c, p) is on ACTIVE state.
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s).
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• Browsing Duration: While people tend to take from a few
hours to a few days in browsing p’s pages until adopting p,
a large portion of window-shoppers lose their interests on p
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Figure 1: Plot of browsing ratio and browsing duration. A
point represents a product (phone) and its values are the average over adopters (blue circle) or window-shoppers (red x).
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P r(H1c,p |A DOPT)P r(H2c,p |A DOPT)P r(A DOPT)
2
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented our proposed approach to predict online sales using customer’s browsing history. By aggregating
two predictive factors of purchasing and window-shopping behaviors, our proposed customer model, B2P, was effective in reducing
prediction errors of state-of-the-art baselines. More sophisticated
analysis for different prediction period is promising future work.

P r(H1c,p )P r(H2c,p )
2
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the times the customer became ACTIVE. Inspired by the fact [2]
that the total sales of an e-commerce site have low variability (a
little fluctuating but recovered soon) according to different time,
the second baseline, PTREND, learns σ[t:t+φ] (p) as the number
of adopters from t − φ to t, i.e., σ[t−φ:t] (p) = |CA DOPT(p,[t−φ:t]) |
where CA DOPT(p,[t−φ:t]) ⊆ CACTIVE(p,t−φ) .
As a result, Tab. 1 shows that the RMSE of our proposed model
is lower than that of baselines in both 1 month and 2 months prediction. Also, the standard deviation of RMSE and the performance
gap between two prediction periods are lowest in B2P model. Lastly,
Fig. 2 contrasts how sales of newly added product are predicted in
baselines and our model. To illustrate, a new product (pnew ) and
an existing product (pold ) are marked. In baselines, the adoption
probability of pnew , or σ(pnew ), is underestimated to near-zero,
while that of pold is overestimated. Such gap is more reasonable in
our B2P model, which shows that prediction results of all products
(including pnew and pold ) are more correlated with the trend line.
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As shown in Fig. 1, browsing ratio and duration are not strongly
dependent. Thus, we approximately decompose the adoption probability below to simplify the estimation of probability values.
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Table 1: Average RMSE for different prediction models

2
where Cpositive = |CA DOPT(p,<t) | · P r(XA DOPT = Hc,p
) and
2
Cnegative = |CACTIVE(p,<t) | · P r(XACTIVE = Hc,p ).

P r(A DOPT|Hc,p ,Hc,p ) =

200

Figure 2: Baselines vs. Ours (B2P) on Apr-4th-2014. A point
represents a product’s sales prediction result. The x = y line is
the ideal prediction. Dotted lines are prediction trend lines.

soon. Using such a gap, we first divide customers reaching ACTIVE before t into two groups, CA DOPT(p,<t) of adopting p before t (namely adopter) and otherwise CACTIVE(p,<t)
(namely window-shopper). Then, we generate two probability density functions XA DOPT and XACTIVE of “browsing duration” (random variable), which is defined as a time period
from reaching ACTIVE state to reaching A DOPT state (for
adopter) or to last visiting p’s pages (for window-shopper),
respectively. Based on two customer groups and probability
density functions of browsing duration, we estimate adoption
2
probability given a browsing duration Hc,p
of (c, p) as:
2
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P r(A DOPT|Hc,p )P r(A DOPT|Hc,p )/P r(A DOPT)

(4)

To reduce the gap between actual sales and estimated sales, we approximate P r(A DOPT) into a constant value, which can be trained
by matching actual sales and estimated sales from time t − φ to t.
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MODEL EVALUATION

We perform sales prediction to evaluate our model. As dataset,
we use a popular e-commerce site, and for purchase candidate pairs,
we collect 276 phone products, 4.6M customers having visited the
products’ pages, and 0.6B page visit events from Feb 13th to Sep
2nd in 2014. Among these customers, only 0.3M (6.5%) customers
purchased at least one product. As experiment parameters, we set
a prediction period φ ∈ {1month, 2months} and, for each φ,
perform sales predictions with 20 different current time t (changing with a weekly cycle) and measure their average RMSE between
actual sales and estimated sales.
We compare our model B2P with two baselines. The first baseline, CTREND [1], learns P r(c, p) as maximum likelihood estimate which is the fraction of times a customer became A DOPT over

6.
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